My First Brain Quest™ Preschool
Garden Lotto
Instructions

Object
To collect the picture cards that match your lotto puzzle pieces.

Contents
- 24 Picture Cards
- 4 Lotto Puzzles (2 pieces each)
- Instructions

Set Up
1. Mix up the picture cards and place them face down on the table.
2. Hand out the puzzle pieces.
   - If there are two players, each player gets 2 complete sets of lotto puzzle pieces (2 pieces per set).
   - If there are three to four players, each player gets 1 complete set of lotto puzzle pieces (2 pieces per set).
3. Players put together their lotto puzzle pieces; each set of pieces forms one complete lotto card.

Playing the Game
The youngest player goes first. On each turn, a player picks up a picture card, shows it to the other players and announces the garden item on the picture card. The player who has that garden item on his/her lotto card takes the picture card and places it on top of that matching picture.

If no player can match the picture card, the card is placed back on the table face down. Play passes to the left and continues until a player fills up his/her lotto card.

Winning the Game
The first player to fill his/her lotto card with the matching picture cards wins the game.
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